EXPAND A STUDENT’S WORLD

INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES YOU CAN SUPPORT

ACADEMIC EXCHANGE
Students study abroad for a semester or full year at one of 90 partner institutions worldwide.

CO-OP WORK EXPERIENCE
Co-op students work abroad for one or more work terms, gaining international business experience.

NOT-FOR-PROFIT AND NGO WORK
Students undertake unpaid or minimally-paid volunteer positions, internships or co-op terms with charities, not-for-profits and NGOs around the world.

TO LIVE AND WORK ABROAD IS TRULY A LIFE CHANGING EXPERIENCE

Today’s young people are inheriting an increasingly global world – one where geographic, economic and cultural borders have become fluid, and people are working together in unprecedented ways.

Such a world needs leaders who are globally aware, skilled at working across many different environments and cultures. One of the best ways to develop these skills is through international study, work or volunteer opportunities.

Students who take part in such activities return with enhanced language, leadership and cross-cultural communication skills, as well as stronger career prospects. Perhaps most importantly, they return with maturity, confidence and a new sense of self-reliance.

LACK OF FUNDS KEEPS STUDENTS FROM SEEKING INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

University of Waterloo offers many opportunities to study, work and grow abroad, and generous donors have made several funds available to support these activities.

But travel and living costs continue to rise, with expenses averaging about 30 per cent more for a term abroad. This is the main barrier for many qualified students to have this life changing experience.

uwaterloo.ca/arts/undergraduate/international-exchange

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
FACULTY OF ARTS
BE PART OF WATERLOO’S COMMITMENT TO INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

At Waterloo, so convinced are we of the benefits of international experience – for students, business and society as a whole – we’d like to give 30 per cent of our undergraduate student body an opportunity to work or study abroad. This will take an extraordinary commitment from our administration, donors and alumni. You can help by contributing to an existing fund, or establishing a new fund in your name.

PLEASE JOIN US TO EXPAND OUR STUDENTS’ WORLD

FACULTY OF ARTS, ADVANCEMENT TEAM
200 UNIVERSITY AVENUE WEST, WATERLOO, ON, CANADA N2L 3G1
519-888-4567, EXT. 48514
artsadv@uwaterloo.ca
uwaterloo.ca/arts

“ALL EXPERIENCES AT WATERLOO – ESPECIALLY GOING ON EXCHANGE – SHAPE THE GRADUATE YOU BECOME, AND THAT’S SOMETHING YOU TAKE WITH YOU ALWAYS AND ANYWHERE.”

MELISSA BALUK BA ’12, Arts and Business Co-op; now Workplace Engagement & Communications Specialist for University of British Columbia

PHOTO: While on exchange in Sweden, Melissa visited Rome for a holiday break before returning to classes at Lund University

“DOING THESE INTERNATIONAL CO-OPS TAKES THE WORK EXPERIENCE TO A WHOLE NEW LEVEL. I GAINED AN APPRECIATION FOR THE IMPORTANCE OF CORPORATE CULTURE AND LOCATION – AND THE EXPERIENCE HELPED ME FIND A MORE SPECIFIC FOCUS IN HOW I CAN APPLY MY STUDIES FOR LONG-TERM GOALS AFTER GRADUATION.”

HANNAH BECKETT
Political Science major, Digital Arts Communication minor, Co-op stream

PHOTO: Hannah did her final co-op placement as a business analyst at Zenith Insurance in Woodland Hills, California, in Fall 2016.